
Read Me First!

Tips For Assembly 

CAUTIONS
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-  Before you begin assembly, take out all the parts and compare them to the photograph and 
    assembly illustrations.  Be sure you have all the parts and can identify them.  Locate the instructions
    and allen wrench.

-  A helping hand is always good: assemble your unit with an adult assistant if possible.  Assembly time
   will be approximately 20 minutes.

-  Do not use product indoors, it is intended for outdoor use only.
-  Keep away from �ammable material and �uids such as gasoline, alcohol, diesel fuels, kerosene, lighter �uids       
    and or automobiles. 
-  Exercise the same precautions as you would with any other open �re.
-  Do not allow children to use the �replace. Keep children and pets away from the �replace while it is in use.
-  Use on non-combustible surfaces such as concrete, brick or rock.  Use caution when using on a wooden deck.
-  When in use some surfaces will be hot, use caution.
-  Do not wear �ammable or loose clothing around the �replace.
-  Do not burn trash, leaves, paper,  or plywood in the �replace.  Burn only REAL FLAME   Wood Substitute in 
    your �replace.
-  Do not store the �replace until the �re is completely out and all surfaces have cooled.
-  Do not move �replace while in use.
-  Do not operate unit without tempered glass in place, do not operate without hood in place.
-  Never cook over the �ame produced by this outdoor �replace. 

REAL FLAME   Wood Substitute  Cautions
-  Be sure to read all cautions listed on can before using REAL FLAME  gel fuel.
-  Do not touch the cans of REAL FLAME  Fuel with your bare hands until after the �ame has been extinguished
    for 20 minutes.  The cans are extremely hot and you may get burned if you touch them sooner.
-  Do not block the �ame with the log, the can lid or any other object, this may inhibit the burning of the �ame.
-  Use a Jensen Magnetic Lid Opener to replace the lids and extinguish the �ame before the fuel is burned out.  If a
   lid opener has not been purchased you may use oven mitts or a kitchen tongs to replace the lids.
-  Do not blow the �ame out or blow on it to try to enhance the �ame.
-  Do not burn more than four cans of fuel at once.
-  Do not burn anything other than REAL FLAME   Wood Substitute in your �replace.  Under no circumstances
   burn anything other than REAL FLAME   Wood Substitute. 
-  Use REAL FLAME   Wood Substitute within one year
-  Keep fuel out of reach of children and pets.
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Real Flame Outdoor Fireplace
Model #2900 Assembly Instructions

Parts List
Part#    Description    Part #       Quantity    

1 Fireplace Base            2901              1
2 Left Rear Support     2902     1
3 Right Rear Support     2903     1
4 Left Front Support      2904              1
5   Right Front Support     2905      1
6 Rear Glass      2906      1
7 Side Glass      2907      2
8 Front Glass      2908      1
9 Hood       2909      1
10 Glass Hinges             2910      2
11 Log set          2911  
     11A  Straight base log       2911 A        1
      11B  Base long "v" Log                     2911 B         1
      11C  Large "v" base Log               2911 C          1
      11D  Large Cross Log                              2911 D    1
      11E   Small Cross Log                                              2911 E          1
12 Lava Rock      4090              1
13   Hardware Bag                   
 1/2" Philips head screw      2913A              8
 1" Steel Peg       2913B              3

14 Cover        2914            1
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Get Ready

 

 For Customer Assistance Please Call 1-800-654-1704 
or log on to www.real�ame.com
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6Step  1     Figure 1   

- Place the Fireplace Base (1) on a �at surface, with the fuel
  drawer facing towards you, this is the front of the unit.

- Locate the Left Rear Support (2) and place in the back   
  left leg opening. Insert so support is leaning towards the
  center of the �replace.

- Locate the Rear Glass (6) and the Right Rear Support (3).
   With one hand insert the glass into the slot on the Left
   Support with the other hand insert the Right Rear support  
   into the right side of the glass. Then insert the support  
   into the right rear leg with the support leaning towards  
   the center of the �replace.

Before assembly, use scissors to 
unwrap the parts from the 
packaging. Check for hardware 
that is wrapped in the 
packaging to be sure you don't 
discard any pieces. You may 
have extra hardware.

You will need a Phillips head 
screwdriver for assembly.  

USE CAUTION NOT TO 
OVERTIGHTEN SCREWS



Step  2        �gure 2

- Locate the Side Glass (7) and the Right Front    
  Support (5). With one hand insert the glass into the
  slot on the Right Rear Support. With the other hand
  insert the Right front Support into the side of the glass.
  Then insert the Support into the right front leg with the
  Support leaning towards the center of the �replace. 

- Repeat the above step using the other Side Glass (7)     
  And the Left Front Support (4).  

- Using 4 screws, fasten the four Supports to the legs
  through the holes located at the base of the supports.
  Use caution not to overtighten.

Step  3       Figure 3

-  Locate the Lower hinge(10) and The Front Glass (8). Attach 
    hinge to bottom left hand side of the glass.  To attach hinge 
    start by loosening the �at-head screws on the back of the
    hinge.  Then insert the hinge so the spacer is on one side of
    the glass and the tightening screws are on the other.  Align
    hinge so it is �ush with the left side of the glass and tighten
    screws. Use caution not to overtighten screws.

Step  4       Figure 4

-  Locate the Upper Hinge. Loosen the Flat-head screws
   on the back of the hinge.  With one hand place hinge,
   with screws towards the back of the �replace, into the
   upper hinge bracket and hold in place.  

- Place the Front Glass and lower hinge in the hole on the
   lower hinge bracket.  At this time you will also slide
   the upper left corner of the glass into the Upper Hinge.
   Tighten the two screws on the upper hinge. 

- Close the Front Glass and make sure the side of the
  glass does not hit the Right Front Support.  If it does you
  will need to adjust the position of the glass on the
  hinges.  Do this by loosening the screws on the back of
  the glass, repositioning, and then re-tightening. 

 �g. 2

 �g. 3

 �g. 4
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Step 6    Log Set Placement           Figure 6

- The Logset is placed over the circle opening in  
  the middle of the �replace.  Start with #11A;  
  the Log has a cutout on the underside.  Place
  the Log on top of the �ange around the circle
  using the cutout as a guide.

- Locate Log #11C. This Log also has a cutout on  
  the bottom. Using the cutout, set the Log on
  top of the �ange around the circle.  Use �g. 6
  for placement; note its position against #11A.

- Place a Guide Peg in the hole in #11C followed  
  by another Peg in the hole in #11A.

- Locate #11B. There is a hole on the underside,  
  this hole accepts the Guide Peg that was
  placed in #11A.  Set the Log on top of 11A
  using the Guide Peg. The other end of the Log
  is placed against the side of 11C.
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Step  5       �gure 5

- Locate the Hood (#9). Align on top of the unit so the
  holes in the four Supports line up with the holes in
  the four brackets on the underside of the Hood.

- Place the Hood on the unit so all four of the brackets
  go inside the Supports. (See �g. 5)

- Attach with four screws through the holes in all four 
  supports. 

   Use caution not to overtighten screws.

 �g. 5

 �g. 6



Step 7           Figure 7

- Locate #11D. There is a hole on the underside; this
  hole accepts the Guide Peg that was placed in #11C.
  Set the Log on top of #11C using the Guide Peg. T he
  other end of the Log is placed on top of #11A and #11B.

- Place a Guide Peg in the hole in 11D.

Step 8           Figure 8

- Locate #11E. There is a hole on the underside. This hole 
   accepts the Guide Peg that was placed in #11D.  Set the
   Log on top of 11D using the Guide Peg, the other end of
   the Log is placed on the top of 11B.

Step 9             Figure 9

- The assembly of the logset is now complete.

- The logset should be adjusted so each hole, for the Gel
   cans, has an opening in the Log Set.

- Adjust the position of the logset by holding the base logs
   and rotating set around.
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Lighting your �re
Before lighting your unit make sure it is clear of any debris, leaves, paper, wood, 
and any other forigen objects. 
1. To open can, remove the paper label. Hold one hand over the lid and pry
    the lid gently away from you using a Jensen REAL FLAME   lid opener. If lid
    opener is unavailable a �at-head screwdriver will work.
2. Fully open drawer of your Outdoor �replace by lifting up on the spring loaded
    safety lever.  Make sure the snu�er lever on the left hand side is in the open
    position.
3. Place one to four cans of REAL FLAME  gel fuel in the designated area in the
    drawer. If using less than four cans follow �gure A for can placement.
4. Close the drawer �rmly so the spring loaded safety lever snaps back into place. 
     Make sure the drawer is fully closed.  Never light the the fuel cans with drawer
     open.
5. Open glass door and using a long match or extended lighter light each can of
     fuel through the openings in the logset.

Notes:  
- It will take approximately 5-10 min for �ame to  reach its maximum height.
- For maximum e�cincey, let your REAL FLAME �re burn for its full 2 1/2-3 hour
   duration.
- There may be a slight odor upon burning the logset for the �rst time.

Operation Instructions 
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND ALL WARNINGS BEFORE USE

Extinguishing your �re

1.  Close snu�er lever tightly on Left hand side of unit.  
2.  With snu�er lever closed wait 10 min for �ame to extinguish.  
3. Open snu�er lever and make sure all cans are completely out.
     Wait another 10 min for all cans to cool.
4. Open drawer and remove cans, if you wish to reuse the cans
     cover them tightly with the can lids.  If you do not wish to use the
     cans again you may throw them away.

Note:  When lighting a used can use caution as fuel will easily ignite.

Storage 

1.  Make sure all cans have been removed from the fuel drawer. and the unit  
     has had at least 15 min to cool from the last burn.

2.  The unit may be stored outside, year round, using the protective cover that
      is included.  BE SURE UNIT HAS COOLED FOR 15MIN BEFORE COVERING.

Maintenance

1. Use a standard all purpose household cleaner for cleaning the metal parts or the  
    �replace.  Use a household glass cleaner to clean the glass panels.
2. Use a soft bristle brush to clean the Log Set
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Fuel placement: When burning less than 4 cans you will
need to follow the diagram below.

1 Can 2 Cans 3 Cans

Gel Gel Gel Gel

Gel

Gel

�gure A




